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The Wiki in general

The wiki will be a 'Semantic' wiki, which means that it will integrate the best of different 'worlds'. It will

seamlessly integrate wiki, web-application, content management system and document management

system.

Structured information

Information about choral works, composers and other items will be a mixture of 'structured' and

'unstructured' information.

Structured information enables to combine information, to search information and to effectively and

attractively present information. Structured information is entered and edited with a form. These forms

support easy contribution and standardized input. Examples of structured information are:

Name of the work

Length of the work

Whether it is a work for SSAATTBB

Whether it has religious texts

Year of premiere

etc.

When it comes to structured information the wiki behaves and feels like any web-application.

Categories vs properties

In a semantic wiki examples of categories are:

Choral work

Composer

Recording

Score

All pages belong to one category that defines what (kind of information) the page is about. Typically

each category has its own form.

Examples of properties are:

Date of birth

Length of work

Language

Divisi

Composer

i.e. structured information about a page.
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Searching

Searches are usually for pages of a certain category, with certain values of properties. Such as: give all

choral works (pages of category 'Choral work') with composer=xyz and with length between 3 and 6

minutes.

Many searches are 'automatic'. For example it might be useful to have on each composer page a list of

all works of that composer, presenting for each work an overview of the main properties. When the

composer page is visited this information is automatically searched and presented in an attractive way

on the composer page. This kind of search is useful when 'browsing' through the wiki.

Also there will be special search pages that provide forms that allow to choose from properties to

search for specific pages. There is a 'drilldown' feature that enables to step by step narrow down the

search based on the search results.

Documents

Documents can be uploaded on any page and can be 'accompanied' by structured information. That

means that documents can be treated in the same way as composers and choral works when it comes

to search and presentation of documents. Also documents can be 'restricted' just as wiki-pages.

Wiki

The wiki, with all forms of information and documents, feels like a wiki and invites everyone to

contribute. Also the wiki - like Wikipedia, since the software is the same - provides extensive support for

monitoring and moderation.

Restricted areas

Parts of the wiki - called namespaces - can be restricted from free reading and/or editing. Per

namespace permissions are assigned to user groups.

On www.ecommercewiki.org a wiki can be seen that uses restricted areas and controlled availability of

pdf documents.

Development of the wiki

Our focus is on quick delivery of a first version of the wiki. Only after working with the wiki the details of

what the wiki should provide become clear. The steps we follow are:

1. Specify scope and requirements of the wiki

2. Deliver a first version of the wiki

3. Import available data

4. Test and further develop the wiki

5. Deliver the wiki for use
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Scope and requirements

The wiki as we envision for Tenso:

A wiki with a simple design similar to the tensonetwork website

Registration of Choral works and Composers with the properties and other details as described

in the requirements document. Extra properties can be added during development.

Registration of Recordings, Scores and Performance notes as separate pages (related to

Choral works) in a restricted area.

The restricted parts can only be accessed by registered users that have gone through some

form of approval

Search page with search form and/or drilldown features.

A home page with features like those mentioned in the requirements document.

Ability to upload documents

Users can register themselves and create a profile page with their personal information.

The wiki as we deliver it will cover the requirements in the requirements document and will be a wiki

that works well for Tenso and her partners.

Planning

We can start soon with development of the wiki. A feasible planning is:

Milestone Date

Start project May 2, 2016

First version available for test and import of data May 16, 2016

Final version available for use June 13, 2016
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Cost

The cost components are:

Development of the wiki: € 2500.

Monthly fee: € 100. The monthly fee covers:

hosting with 5GB data storage, secure connection (https), daily back-up. Data storage

can be increased with chunks of 10GB for € 3 per month.

technical and operational management - keeping the wiki in good condition.

support for the administrators

small functional changes

Further development after delivery based on € 80 per hour.

The duration of the contract is two years, until July 1, 2018. After that it can be extended per month.

It is foreseen that hosting is transferred to a dedicated server of Tenso. This may involve extra costs,

depending on the work to be done.

Voor akkoord

(Datum) (Naam) (Handtekening)

Alle genoemde prijzen zijn exclusief 21% BTW 

Betalingsconditie: binnen 14 dagen na ontvangst factuur.

Op al onze diensten zijn de algemene voorwaarden van

toepassing.  

De algemene voorwaarden zijn te downloaden op onze website:

www.wikibase.nl


